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We investigate spin-orbit torque (SOT)-induced switching in rare-earth-transition metal ferrimagnetic
alloys using W/CoTb bilayers. The switching current is found to vary continuously with the alloy concentration, and no reduction in the switching current is observed at the magnetic compensation point
despite a very large SOT efficiency. A model based on coupled Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) equations shows that the switching current density scales with the effective perpendicular anisotropy which
does not exhibit strong reduction at the magnetic compensation, explaining the behavior of the switching current density. This model also suggests that conventional SOT effective field measurements do
not allow one to conclude whether the spins are transferred to one sublattice or just simply to the net
magnetization. The effective spin Hall angle measurement shows an enhancement of the spin Hall
angle with the Tb concentration which suggests an additional SOT contribution from the rare earth Tb
atoms. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5017738

Current-induced spin-orbit torque (SOT) provides an
efficient means of manipulating magnetization, paving the
way for the next generation spintronic devices.1,2 So far,
intensive studies have focused on ferromagnetic materials
combined with nonmagnetic heavy metals (HM) with strong
spin-orbit coupling, which serve as a source of spin currents.3–7 Recently, in the search for more efficient SOT
switching, antiparallelly coupled magnetic systems, such as
ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets, have attracted great interest8–14 motivated by the anticipation of the low energy consumption in the switching,15 as well as the immunity against
external magnetic perturbation, which make those magnetic
systems more promising as a data storage medium.16
Particularly, RE-TM ferrimagnetic alloys offer additional advantages. In the RE-TM alloys, where RE and TM
sublattices are antiferromagnetically coupled, the net magnetic moment can be tuned easily by varying the RE-TM
composition and temperature due to different concentrations
and temperature dependences of the two sublattices.17,18 As
a result, the system can become either RE dominant (the net
magnetization is along the RE magnetization direction) or
TM dominant, and there exists the magnetic compensation
point where the RE and TM magnetizations are cancelled
out, resulting in zero net magnetization.
Due to the presence of the two antiferromagnetically
coupled sublattices, such materials can be a model system to
a)
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get insights into the spin transfer mechanism by studying
how the SOT-related phenomena change depending on the
chemical composition of RE-TM alloys.9 Since the 4f orbitals, responsible for the magnetism of RE atoms, are generally far below the Fermi level, one might expect that TM
atoms, rather than RE atoms, predominantly interact with the
spin currents like the ferromagnetic materials. However,
recent experiments on the SOT switching sign and the SOT
effective field argued that the SOT acts on the net magnetization.8–10 Particularly, a divergence of the effective field near
the magnetization compensation point is reported,8,12–14 leading to a huge effective field. However, no reduction of the
threshold switching current density has been observed at the
compensation,8,14 unlike the expectation of the minimized
current density in the case that the SOT was only acting on
the net magnetization.15 This apparent contradiction underlines a current lacunary understanding of the magnetization
reversal by SOT in these systems.
In this work, we study the SOT switching current in
CoTb ferrimagnetic alloys with an adjacent W layer. The
SOT-induced switching is observed in a wide range of Co
and Tb concentrations, even near the magnetic compensation
point where a very large reversal field is needed (1.3 T).
When varying the alloy composition, the switching current
density does not exhibit any reduction at the magnetic compensation, but instead a monotonous variation is observed.
To explain these experimental results, we develop a simple
model based on antiferromagnetically coupled LandauLifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) equations. The model shows that the
threshold switching current density does not scale with the
net magnetization but with the effective perpendicular
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anisotropy. The latter does not exhibit the compensating
nature at the magnetic compensation, accounting for the
absence of minimization of switching current at the compensation. The model also shows that conventional SOT effective field measurements cannot be the determinative method
to conclude that the spin angular momentum is simply transferred to net magnetization, as claimed in previous works.
Finally, using the domain wall (DW) motion based technique, the SOT effective field and the corresponding effective spin Hall angle are measured. We find that the effective
spin Hall angle increases by a factor of 2 with the increasing
Tb concentration, indicating an additional contribution of the
Tb atoms to SOT.
For this study, a series of W(3 nm)/CoxTb1x(3.5 nm)/Al
(3 nm, naturally oxidized) films, which exhibit bulk perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, was grown by DC magnetron sputtering with x varying between x ¼ 0.71 and x ¼ 0.86 across the
magnetic compensation. The films were then patterned into
20 lm-wide and 100 lm-long tracks with two Hall bars. Figure
1(a) shows an illustration of the sample structure and the measurement setup. Here, the W under layer serves as a spin current source to utilize the damping-like SOT.19 The direction of
magnetization is detected using the anomalous Hall effect
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(AHE). Since the magneto-transport properties are dominated
by the 3d orbitals of TM, one can measure the magnetization
of the TM sublattice even at the magnetic compensation point.
The coercive field versus Co concentration x is plotted in Fig.
1(b). The divergence of the coercive field at x  0.77 (green
dashed line) indicates that the magnetic compensation occurs
around this region as is also confirmed by the sign reversal of
AHE observed [Fig. 1(b)]. Magnetization switching induced
by SOT was then performed by injecting in-plane current
pulses of 3 ms in the Hall bars under a dc magnetic field in the
direction of the current.1 Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show typical
examples of the AHE field hysteresis cycle and the switching,
respectively. It is worth mentioning that the SOT-induced
switching is achieved by a moderate current density (1011 A/
m2) in this sample despite a very large coercive field of 1.3 T,
suggesting a promising characteristic for memory applications.
The SOT switching is observed in all alloy compositions, and
Fig. 1(e) summarizes the switching current density Jsw versus
x. We note that the current density refers to the one flowing in
the W layer. To determine this, the resistivity of a 3-nm thick
W layer (162 lX cm) is taken into account. Jsw shows a continuous behavior without any noticeable anomaly across the compensation, in contradiction with the expected reduction of Jsw
at the compensation point.15
To understand the continuous change in Jsw , we consider
a simple model where the magnetization dynamics in the
alloy is described by two strongly antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices a and b, subjected to the SOT. The magnetization dynamics is described by modified LLG equations20
including the damping-like SOT and a coupling term as
_a
dEa
M
¼ M a  l0 ðHext þ cMb Þ þ M a  ania
a
c
dM
aa
a
_  pT a M a  ð^y  ma Þ;
þ a a Ma  M
M c
_b
dEb
M
¼ M b  l0 ðHext þ cM a Þ þ Mb  anib
b
c
dM
b


a
_ b  qT b Mb  ^y  mb :
þ b b Mb  M
M c

(1a)

(1b)

The sublattice a (b) is depicted by the magnitude Ma ðbÞ of its
magnetization, the unit vector ma ðbÞ ¼ Ma ðbÞ =Ma ðbÞ with the
gyromagnetic ratio caðbÞ , and the damping constant aa ðbÞ .
The two equations are coupled by the local exchange field
cM b ðaÞ so that cMb ðaÞ from the sublattice b (a) acts on the
sublattice a (b) with the coupling constant c. Hext is the
a ðbÞ

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the sample structure and AHE measurement. (b)
The coercive field of the CoTb ferrimagnetic alloys versus the composition.
The blue and red arrows stand for the Tb and Co magnetizations in the presence of þHz ; respectively. The blue region (red region) stands for the Tb
dominant phase (Co dominant phase). (c) Out-of-plane magnetization curve
for a composition x ¼ 0.775 close to the magnetic compensation point. (d)
Current-induced magnetization switching at x ¼ 0.775 (jl0 Hx j ¼ 610 mT).
(e) Switching current density for various Hx values on the left (in T). (f)
Effective anisotropy energy vs the alloy composition. The large error bars
near the magnetic compensation point originate from the combination of
large effective anisotropy fields and the uncertainty in measuring small M.

external field, and Eani is the effective anisotropy energy,
which includes the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and
the demagnetizing energy. The last term is the damping-like
torque (spin-Hall torque), which is characterized by T a ðbÞ
a ðbÞ
¼ hheff
t, where h is the reduced Planck constant,
SH J=2eM
eff
hSH is the effective spin Hall angle, J is the charge current
density through the heavy metal layer, e is the electron
charge, and t is the thickness of the magnetic layer. Here, p
and q denote weighting factors for the transfer of the spin
current to the sublattices a and b, respectively, so that we
take into account the element dependent absorption rate of
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each sublattice. Since we are assuming that the incoming
spin angular momentum is fully transferred to the magnetic
layer, the sum of p and q should equal 1. Strongly coupled
antiparallel sublattices are also assumed, and thus, the net
magnetization is M ¼ Mm, where M ¼ Ma  Mb and the
unit vector m ¼ ma ¼ mb .
After substituting maðbÞ with m and summing up Eqs.
(1a) and (1b), one obtains


ceff
dEani
ext
_ ¼ l0 ceff m  H þ
m
þ aeff m
m
M
dm
 eff 
hhSH
_  ceff ðp þ qÞ
Jm  ð^y  mÞ;
(2)
m
2eMt
where Eani ¼ m2z Keff with the total effective anisotropy
2

Keff ¼ K  l0 ðMa2Mb Þ , the effective values of the gyromag a

b
netic ratio ceff ¼ ðMa  Mb Þ= Mca  Mcb , and the effective
a a
  a

b b
b
damping constant aeff ¼ a cMa þ a cMb = Mca  Mcb : Note that
all terms are written in terms of the net magnetization and the
weighting factors disappear in the final form, as p þ q ¼ 1.
By solving Eq. (2) and following Ref. 21, the switching
current density
system is obtained as
 of the ferrimagnetic

l0p
Hﬃﬃx M
2e t
, where Hx is an in-plane field
Jsw  h eff Keff 
hSH

2

along the current to facilitate the deterministic SOT switching.
In our experiments, the first term proportional to Keff is much
larger than the second term. Thus, Jsw does not scale linearly
with M but scales with the net Keff . Since the net Keff is
obtained from the sum of effective anisotropy energy values of
each lattice, Keff is not cancelled out. The M dependence of
Jsw arises from the demagnetizing energy in the effective
anisotropy as and the Zeeman term with the in-plane magnetic
field. As a result, no large reduction of the critical current density is predicted at the compensation. Therefore, the switching
current density in the antiferromagnetically coupled system
exhibits the continuous behavior, rather than the drastic
change, across the compensation point.8,14,22
Figure 1(f) shows the Keff of the W/CoxTb1x alloys
versus x. Keff is determined by M and the effective anisotropy
field, which is obtained by the tilting of the magnetization
under rotating external fields of 0.5–2 T. The tilting is measured using AHE, and the effective anisotropy field is then
extracted by the best fit formulated by the Stoner-Wohlfarth
model.23 Keff changes continuously across the magnetic compensation, which is a similar trend to the switching current
density as shown in Fig. 1(e). Thus, the dependence of Keff
on the alloy concentration can explain the absence of a reduction of the switching current density observed experimentally.
The small dip in Keff near the compensation can be explained
by the limit of the simple Stoner-Wohlfarth model, which
does not consider the small misalignment of the Tb and Co
sublattices due to the large magnetic field needed to tilt magnetization, as discussed in previous reports.24,25 Note that our
model is based on the macrospin model and the heating effect
is not considered. Recent studies have shown that the magnetization switching occurs in more complex manners,26,27 for
example, the DW creation and propagation, and the thermal
effect plays an important role.22

We then measure the SOT-induced effective field by
measuring the modulation of the DW dynamics induced by
SOT.28–30 The measurement scheme and typical AHE resistance data are presented in Fig. 2(a). The DW is driven by a
perpendicular magnetic field Hz under a small bias DC current, and the DW motion is monitored at each Hall bar in
real time. The two AHE resistance data set then gives us the
time (t) taken passing each Hall cross of length L and the
DW propagation direction. Figure 2(b) shows the DW velocity vð¼ L=tÞ as a function of l0 Hz under opposite bias currents. The two curves are shifted horizontally by 6Hzeff .
Thus, the SOT-induced effective field for a given current
density J acts on the DW like an effective field Hzeff . The linear relationship between Hzeff and current density J [Fig.
2(c)] allows us to extract the efficiency of the SOT, defined
as v  Hzeff =J. In these measurements, a very low current
density regime (<1.5  1010 A/m2) was used to minimize the
heating effect. Indeed, for larger current densities, we
observe that the effective field deviates from the linear relationship, which yields the overestimation or underestimation
of v as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). v is measured with
respect to an in-plane field Hx , as typically shown in Fig.
2(d) for Tb dominant and Fig. 2(e) for Co dominant, which
gives the DW configuration dependence of the effective
field. v increases linearly with Hx up to Hsat where it stays at
a constant value vsat .
Figure 3(a) shows the SOT efficiency vsat with various
compositions. vsat diverges significantly as approaching the

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the DW velocity measurement for the effective field
measurement. The DW is nucleated at a natural nucleation point by a pulsed
magnetic field. To eliminate the case where the DW is nucleated between the
Hall bars, the data that exhibit sufficiently separated reversal times are taken.
(b) Typical example of DW speed curves (x ¼ 0.82 at l0 Hx ¼ 0.3 T) modu10
f
2
lated by l0 Hef
z . Here, the dc current density is 61:59  10 A=m . (c)
Current-induced effective field as a function of current density (x ¼ 0.82 at
l0 Hx ¼ 0.3 T). (Inset) Deviation of the effective field from linearity for
large current densities (x ¼ 0.745). (d) and (e) Typical examples of the efficiency vðl0 Hx Þ for Tb-dominant (d) and Co-dominant (e) alloys. The UD
(DU) refers to the up domain (down domain) expansion.
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We neglect here the Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia interaction
(DMI, which will be discussed later). From this equation,
one sees that the SOT term is equivalent to an effective field
hheff


eff
SH
¼ J ðp þ qÞ p2 2eMt
sinw. For Hx < Hsat , the domain
l0 HSOT
wall configuration continuously rotates from Bloch to Neel
2pHx
configurations so that sinw ¼ MN
and v scales linearly with
DW
Hx as is observed experimentally. For Hx > Hsat , a Neel DW
(w ¼ p2Þ is achieved, which leads to a saturation efficiency
Heff

FIG. 3. (a) Divergence of vsat near the magnetic compensation. (b)
Schematic representation of SOT effective fields (blue and red solid arrows)
acting on the Tb (blue hollow arrow) and Co (red hollow arrow) magnetizations. The spin current is transferred from the W layer and exerts a torque on
either only Tb or only Co sublattices. In any case, the resultant switching
polarity is the same [the same switching sign of the net magnetization (black
arrows)]. (c) Effective spin Hall angle as a function of x.

magnetic compensation point, indicating the 1/M dependence. The magnitude reaches up to 37  1014 T m2 =A. We
note that this value is more than 3 times larger than in Ta/
CoTb ferrimagnetic alloys8 and 5 times larger compared to
the ferromagnetic Pt/Co/AlOx trilayers.3 Although the effective field is found to be extremely large at the compensation
point, we note that this is not indicative of the significantly
efficient switching operation. For the switching operation, it
is important to overcome the energy barrier,21,26 which is
dominated by the effective anisotropy energy. However,
since the effective anisotropy does not simply scale as M, the
minimized magnetization does not lead to the minimization
of the switching current, which is more relevant to the device
operation in terms of energy consumption.
To analyze these results, we consider a collective coordinate model which assumes the static DW structure during
its motion, and the DW is described by its position q and the
DW angle w.31,32 Using the coupled LLG equations and a
Lagrangian approach,32–34 one obtains the following coupled
equations
q_
p hheff
SH
sinw þ l0 ceff Hz
w_ þ aeff ¼ ceff J ðp þ qÞ
D
2 2eMt
q_
p
MNDW sin2w
;
aeff w_  ¼ l0 ceff Hx cosw  l0 ceff
D
2
2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln2 35
.
where D ¼ KAeff and NDW ¼ tpD

(3)

hheff


p SH
vsat ¼ SOT
J ¼ ðp þ qÞ 2 2eMt. Note that a similar expression for
the effective field and particularly the 1/M dependence can
also be derived from the LLG equation [Eq. (2)].36 As mentioned above, since the sum of the weighting factors is 1, the
eff
simply
detailed sublattice dependence disappears and HSOT
carries the net magnetization like the ferromagnetic case.
Thus, the SOT effective field in ferrimagnets diverges at the
magnetic compensation point,8,12–14 like the divergence of
the magnetic coercive field. Note that the effective field is
basically determined by the comparison between the effect
of the SOT transferred, which does not depend on M, and the
magnetic susceptibility to an external field, and so, even
though the same torque is transferred to the magnetic system,
the system with small M gives rise to the larger effective
field.
We also note that the divergent behavior, the sign of the
effective field, and the switching polarity cannot be the proof
that the SOT acts on the net magnetization rather than the
TM sublattice.10,13 Even in the case that the angular momentum absorption into one sublattice is completely turned off,
i.e., either p or q is 0, the experimentally determined effective field and switching current always show the same behavior and the same switching sign due to the strong coupling as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
To characterize the variation of the SOT on the material
composition, a more relevant parameter is the effective spin
Hall angle heff
SH , which stands for how much spin currents are
transmitted to a magnetic layer. Figure 3(c) shows heff
SH of W/
CoxTb1x alloys vs x. The values range from 0.11 to 0.26,
reflecting the giant spin Hall angle of b-W.4,6,19
Interestingly, there is a noticeable increase in heff
SH , by a factor
of 2, when passing from the Co rich to the Tb rich phases.
The increasing heff
SH with the Tb concentration might indicate
an additional contribution from the Tb atoms which have a
large orbital angular momentum, and recent reports have
shown that the RE atoms give rise to SOT in RE/FM heterostructures.37,38 Although our films are alloys, it is reported
that a segregation in the Tb composition, which is pronounced for low thickness, can occur and result in a relatively Tb-rich region at the top of the magnetic layer.39,40
Since the sign of the spin Hall angle of RE is found to be
positive,37 the spin currents from the bottom W and relatively rich Tb region at the top can be additive, thereby
as the Tb concentration increases.
enhancing heff
SH
Alternatively, this can be ascribed to the increase in transparency of the W/CoTb interface due to the increasing Tb composition, which may alter the interface properties, such as
41
the spin-mixing conductance and hence heff
SH .
Finally, since the DW motion based SOT effective field
measurement is performed on a single DW, this technique
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enables us to quantify the DMI-induced effective field.26–28
However, we find no significant DMI-induced field in the W/
CoxTb1x system which might be attributed to the relatively
thick magnetic layer (3.5 nm) and the single interface. The
field-driven method42,43 and the Brillouin light scattering
method44 also yield consistent results.
To conclude, we investigated the SOT-induced switching in RE-TM ferrimagnetic alloys. We find that the switching current density exhibits continuous behavior without a
notable reduction in the vicinity of the magnetic compensation point. According to the simple model based on antiferromagnetically coupled LLG equations, we find that the
switching current density scales with the effective anisotropy, which exhibits no reduction at the magnetic compensation, elucidating the continuous behavior of the switching
current density. In the model, we also note that conventional
SOT effective field measurement cannot answer the question
of whether the spin currents are absorbed into one particular
sublattice or the net magnetization. The effective spin Hall
angle measurement shows an enhancement of the spin Hall
angle with the Tb concentration which might suggest an
additional SOT contribution from the rare earth Tb atoms.
Our results provide insights into the SOT-induced switching
phenomena in the antiferromagnetically coupled system,
which are promising for future spintronic devices.
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